Abstract-To solve the problem that vehicle side slip angle in vehicle control process is too difficult to measure on-line, soft computing for vehicle side slip angle is established with Kalman filter and driver-vehicle closed-loop system, based on parameter soft sensor theory and discrete signal filtering theory. This measurement can realize one mapping from information set of yaw rate and lateral acceleration which is easy to measure to side slip angle. The contrastive results of simulation and road test verify the effectiveness and higher precision of this measurement. And the application of soft computing technology has provided a feasible and accuracy and effective way for the estimator design in vehicle control system. The realization of state estimation based on soft computing technology provides a theoretical basis on soft computing applied to vehicle stability control system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vehicle road ability is always the focus. To this end, the researchers have developed a series of vehicle electronic control systems, such as anti-lock braking system, acceleration slip regulation, traction control system, etc. These electronic control systems effectively improve vehicle stability performance by controlling the key state parameters of the moving vehicle [1, 2] . The premise and necessary condition to improve stability performance is measured accurately of vehicle state parameters which can reflect the vehicle itself changes in the control process. Yaw rate and vehicle side slip angle are important parameters to vehicle control system [3, 4] , the former can be directly measured through the corresponding sensors, and the latter is difficult or expensive to directly measure. Usually vehicle side slip angle was estimated by other vehicle state parameters (such as vehicle longitudinal velocity and lateral velocity, and so on). One is to direct integral method to calculate vehicle side slip angle, but the noise signal is also involved in the integration process, easy to cause greater error [5, 6] . Another is to use GPS and gyroscope to measure, but the cost is too high to promote [7, 8] . In addition, some soft computing based on state estimation has good application in the field [9] [10] [11] . To solve the problem that vehicle side slip angle in vehicle control process is too difficult to measure on-line, the vehicle side slip angle's soft computing model is established with Kalman filter and driver-vehicle closed-loop system, based on parameter soft sensor theory and discrete signal filtering theory. This measurement can realize the online inference and estimation of side slip angle by using of yaw rate and lateral acceleration which is easy to measure. Thus, the soft computing of side slip angle is achieved through state estimation. In this paper, based on the preview optimal control theory of curvature and the preview follow theory, the soft computing model was build by a two degree of freedom driverautomobile closed-loop system model. Its state equation and observation equation have been derived and discrete to draw the system discrete observation equation on the observation quantity of yaw rate and lateral acceleration, and to do the simulation.
II. SOFT COMPUTING
To effectively solve the information incompleteness in the control process, the soft computing has been widely applied as a kind of effective method. In 1978, Brosillow C.B. put forward a new inference control of the unpredictable variables, and gradually formed the soft sensor theory and its application technology in the field of process control [12] . Especially professor McaVoy who is a famous expert in the international process control field is considered that soft computing is one of broad directions need to study in the future control field, makes the soft computing further research work [13] . The based idea of soft computing is the application of computer technology, to the important variables (or called dominant variable) which are difficult to measure or immeasurable, select some other easily measured variables (or called instrumental variables), and through the establishment of mathematical model of instrumental variables which is input and dominant variable which is output by on-line state estimation. Thus, software replaces hardware.
Its core is to establish a soft computing model which can convey the mathematical relationship between instrumental variables and dominant variable [12] . To complete the mapping from easy measurement information set which consists of instrumental variables to dominate variable, as shown in figure  1 .
There are different kinds of modeling methods and cross with each other, including mechanism modeling, state estimation, regression analysis, pattern recognition, artificial neural network and fuzzy mathematics and genetic algorithm, etc. In this paper, adapt state estimation method, establish vehicle soft computing model and make use of Kalman filter
International Conference on Remote Sensing, Environment and Transportation Engineering (RSETE 2013) algorithm to derive the estimated value of dominant variable from the instrumental variables. The key question of state estimation based on Kalman filtering is transformed parameter measurement into state observation and state estimation, that is, get immeasurable variables from observable variables by the arithmetic. Kalman filter was developed by Rudolph Kalman since 1960 [14] ; it represents one system state space structure and state change over time with filtering random disturbance. Kalman filter has works well and theoretically attractive. It is shown that Kalman filter is the effective way to obtain the minimum variance of the estimation error. In this paper, the soft computing of vehicle side slip angle based on Kalman filtering is transformed the computing into a state estimation, taking the information of yaw rate and lateral acceleration as instrumental variables, and side slip angle to be estimate as dominant variable.
III. MODEL FOUNDATION

A. State Estimation Model
Based on the preview optimal control theory of curvature and the preview follow theory [15] , the soft sensor model was build by a two degree of freedom driver-automobile closedloop system model. as shown in figure 2. 
The discrete system observation equation in which yaw rate and lateral acceleration are the observed quantity is written as:
Kalman filter is an algorithm that uses a series of measurements observed over time, containing random noise and other inaccurate factors, and estimates the unknown variables that tend to be more precise than those based on a single measurement alone. More formally, Kalman filter operates recursively on streams of noisy input data to produce a statistically optimal estimate of the underlying system state.
The algorithm works in a two-step process [14] . One is predict, another is update. During the computing, Kalman filter produces estimates of the current state variables, along with their uncertainties. Once the outcome of the next measurement (including random noise) is observed, these estimates are updated using a weighted average, with more weight being given to estimates with higher certainty. Because of the algorithm's recursive nature, it can run in real time using only the present input measurements and the previously calculated state; no additional past information is required. The filtering algorithm adopted by this paper is as follows:
 Predict Predicted state estimate:
Updated state estimate:
Where, () wk is the average of system noise, () Qk is the covariance matrix of system noise, () vk is the average of observation noise, () Rk is the covariance matrix of observation noise, () Zk is the measurements of yaw rate and lateral acceleration.
IV. SOFT COMPUTING AND ROAD TEST
A. Road Test
Road test has been conducted to gain the data of longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity, yaw rate, lateral acceleration and vehicle side slip angle. The condition of road test is double-shift line (BS ISO 3888-2:2002), the speed of the test vehicle is about 20 m/s during the test. The data of yaw rate and lateral acceleration are real-time collected by DMS-SGP01 gyroscope, and after successfully recording the data of yaw rate and lateral acceleration, these data that contain noise are the input measurements of state estimation by Kalman filter. Other data are collected by non-contact velocity meter system which consists of LC-761, LC-1100, LC-2100 and LC-5200, and so on, as shown in figure 3 . LC-1100 which is a longitudinal velocity sensor and LC-2100 which is a lateral velocity sensor are spatial filter type to collect the data of longitudinal velocity and lateral velocity. The data of side slip angle are measured by using LC-5200 forward distance pulse in the system. Next, the test path needs to be fit into a smooth curve by cubic spline function, and get third order curves function which is first derivative continuous. The expression is: 
C. Comparison of estimation and road test
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